Generation of high dynamic range for enhancing the panorama environment
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a methodology for enhancement of panorama images environment by calculating high dynamic range. Panorama is constructing by merge of several photographs that are capturing by traditional cameras at different exposure times. Traditional cameras usually have much lower dynamic range compared to the high dynamic range in the real panorama environment, where the images are captured with traditional cameras will have regions that are too bright or too dark. A more details will be visible in bright regions with a lower exposure time and more details will be visible in dark regions with a higher exposure time. Since the details in both bright and dark regions cannot preserve in the images that are creating using traditional cameras, the proposed system have to calculate one using the images that traditional camera can actually produce. The proposed systems start by get LDR panorama image from multiple LDR images using SIFT features technology and then convert this LDR panorama image to the HDR panorama image using inverted local patterns. The results in this paper explained that the HDR panorama images that resulting from the proposed method is more realistic image and appears as it is a real panorama environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The real panorama environment usually has a much higher dynamic range between the smallest luminance densities and the highest luminance densities than what traditional cameras can capture and what monitors can produce, since they usually work in low dynamic range (LDR). This causes to images that displayed on monitors and captured with cameras to have regions that are too bright or too dark or smaller contrast. However, for some applications, such as immersive panoramas and photorealistic superimposition of objects using image-based lighting, it is necessary to know the high dynamic range (HDR) values in the scene in order to get persuasive results [1, 2].

Because of numerous cameras operate with low dynamic range, all pixels above or below specific brightness value will be either white or black. According to the exposure time, the camera is set to the pixels will be clamped to white or black. If the image taken with high exposure time, the details in dark regions will be preserving while bright regions will be white. Conversely, if the image taken with low exposure time, the details in bright regions will be preserving while the dark regions will be nearly black [3].
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Variations in environment illumination meant that must be adjusting the times of exposure according to the surrounding conditions. In other word, the exposure time must be extended when the cameras operates in dark conditions to avoid negative saturation. On the contrary, the exposure time must be shortening when the camera is operating in bright conditions to avert positive saturation. However, the negative and positive saturation exist within the single image when it contains both dark and bright regions, the visual quality will be degrade because the details cannot be rendering precisely in the exceedingly bright and dark regions. The images which preserve the details in both the bright and dark regions are want to achieve, such images have higher dynamic range and are called HDR images.

High dynamic range algorithms are using to expand the dynamic range of the image to rendering the details in the dark and bright regions in a same image [4, 5]. There are several methods are used for creating a HDR image. In [6, 7], the first method is developed to get HDR image by capturing the same LDR image in three different exposure times. then using gradient based synthesis to merging these image, the three images are compared based on Gaussian blend and cut function to calculate the pixels in the HDR image with the goal of preserve the regions with higher quality from each image, the three images are then merged to compose one HDR image.

Humblot-Renaux proposed method to acquisition the image of a finger vein includes of captures an image at multi exposure-time and fusion these exposures into one HDR image to get the details of vein. The research proposed two HDR methods: weighting with a moving mean filter and basic scalar weighting [8]. Unluckily, the method of multi exposure time takes high computational costs and long processing time. Vonikakis et al. reducing this using single exposure algorithm that consists of three phases: linear stretching, estimation of block parameter, and modification of contrast, HDR image can produce rapidly using this method but the image resolution may be degrade by the down- and up-sample [9, 10]. Guarnieri et al. [11] used exponential and logarithms-based edge preserve low-pass and multiple resolution accelerate. Unluckily, using the operations of iterative inevitably, the time of computation is increases. This paper proposed algorithm to get HDR image using single image and one pass processing flow to speed up the process of computation, where the proposed system in this paper consist of two main phase, the first phase is stitching of multiple images to get the panorama and the second phase is convert the panorama image to HDR panorama image.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The proposed system consists of two main phases, each of which consists of others sub-phase as described in Figure 1. The first phase is LDR panoramic image generation. That consists of two phases: image registration and blending. The second phase is Convert LDR to HDR panoramic image.

---

*Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed method*
2.1. LDR panorama image generation

Panorama generation or (image stitching) is a process of combining more than one photographic image with overlapped regions to create a panoramic view. With the number of images that are stitching, the amounts of information are increases and the view is enlarging. Panorama generation phase consist of two phases as follow:

2.1.1. Image registration

This phase consists of four sub-phases: features detection and description, features matching, homographs, and global alignment as follow:

a. SIFT feature extraction

SIFT features provide a group of key points of an input images that are not affect by the complexities that the other methods are experiencing, such as rotation and scaling. The key points are defined as the minima and maxima results of the different of Gaussian (DOG) function applying in scale space to the input images. The SIFT algorithm applies four steps to extract of these features as follow [9, 12-14]:
- Scale-space extrema detection
  The key points are interest point, different of Gaussian (DOG) function is use to achieve this effectively by convolving the images with filters of Gaussian at different scales. The visibility of the edges in the images is increases using the DOG function. The scale space function for the image is defining as:
  \[ L(x, y, \sigma) = G(x, y, \sigma) * I(x, y) \]  

where \( G(x, y, \sigma) \) is a variable scale Gaussian, \( \sigma \) is scale value, \( I(x, y) \) is the input image, and \( * \) is the convolution operator. The stable key points positions in the scale-space are detecting using difference of Gaussians (DOG), scale-space extrema \( D(x, y, \sigma) \) is locating by calculate the differences among two images, one with scale \( k \) times the other as shown in (2):
  \[ D(x, y, \sigma) = L(x, y, k\sigma) - L(x, y, \sigma) \]  

The local minima and maxima of \( D(x, y, \sigma) \) is detecting by comparing each point with its nine neighbors down and up one scale and its eight neighbors at the same scale. The point is an extrema, if it is maximum or minimum of overall these points [16, 17].
- Key point localization
  More number of key points is generating in stage of the scale-space extrema detection, this stage attempts to reduce these points by finding those that are poorly localizing on an edge or have low contrast. This is doing based on Laplacian value that computing for each key point found in previous phase. The location of extrema is computed by:
  \[ Z = -\frac{\partial^2 D}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial D}{\partial x} \]  

The point is excluding, if the function value at \( z \) is below a threshold value [12].
- Orientation assignment
  In this step, the consistent orientation to the key points is assigning based on local features of the image. The descriptors of the key points can then be representing relative to this orientation, hence, the invariance to image rotation can be achieves. The method to find the orientation is start by using the key point scale to determine the Gaussian smooth image \( L \), from above and calculate gradient magnitudes and orientations \( \theta \). After that, from the gradient orientations of the key points, an orientation histogram is calculated. Lastly, the orientation to the key points can be assigned according to the histogram [19, 20].
- Key point descriptor
  The key point descriptors are created using gradient information, used above. Rotate information of the gradient to line up with the key point orientation and then weighting by a Gaussian. After that, this data is using to creating a group of histograms over a windows centering on the key point. Key point descriptors usually use a group of 16 histograms, ranged in a 4x4 grid, each with 8 orientation bins [16, 20, 21].

b. Features matching

Feature points matching can be imputed to a problem of similarity search by distance function in high dimensional space. This paper uses best bin first (BBF) algorithm for matching the feature vectors that generated in previous step. The BBF contains of six parts in data structure: the right and the left tree pointer. The value \( n \) represents the number of descrip in this k-d tree. The division value \( v \) where it is containing
the median value of each feature descriptor in dimension i. the discriminator/for divide each feature descriptor, which mark the dimension in which feature descriptor exhibit the largest variance. The pointer to the list feature descriptors [16, 22].

The BBF also contains a priority queue and the pointer q that represent the query point. The priority queue contains two part of information: the query point (q) distance from the k-d tree node and the position of current tree. During search of nearest neighbors in BBF algorithm, an entry is a pushed to the priority queue when judgment is making at an internal node to branching in one direction. Whenever an element is an inserted, the priority queue will be sorting ascending by the distances. After examine the leaf node, the top entry in the priority queue is removing and the next search is beginning from the sub-tree that contains the next feature descriptor. The search is continuing until the queue is empty of the query number exceed qmax (qmax represent maximum query number in this paper [23-25].

c. Homography using RANSAC

In this phase, the useful information that obtained from features matching phase is use to do image matching. In image matching phase, the aim is found the correctly feature matching and determine which image is neighbor to another image. The method in this paper use RANSAC to calculate a set of inliers that are convenient with a homographic among the images. RANSAC is a repeated algorithm use to calculate parameters of a statistical model from set of observed data that contain outlier. Where it is start by randomly selecting four pairs of feature points. Then, calculate homography (H). After that, calculate inliers and save it where SSD \( (p^i_t)^t H p^i_t < \text{thr} \). Lastly, use inliers to re-calculate least squares \( H \) if the inliers grow over a specific threshold [26-30].

After the RANSAC phase, the homography \( H_i \) among every matching image is calculating. For example, image i and image j, to stitching the images, determine one image in randomly manner as start image a and all points in other image (i.e. \( x_j \)) are projecting to the coordinates of the image a. the new location of the new points of every neighbor image j of a is calculating using (4):

\[
x_a = H_{a/j}x_j
\]

the series of homography matrices, i.e. \( x_a = H_{a/n}H_{n/m} \ldots H_{b/n}x_n \) are used to find a sequence of linked images transform the image [26].

d. Global alignment

The bundle adjustment is the most relevant method that is merges multi images of the same scene into a precise 3D reconstruction. The objective is to obtain set of alignment parameters that are global consistency that reduce the poor registration among each pair of images. Initial estimate of the 3D position of feature in the image must be compute, in addition to estimate of the positions of the camera. Then, applying the bundle adjustments to computing the optimal values for camera positions and the 3D reconstruction of the scene, by minimize the log-likelihood of the inclusive feature projection mistakes using the algorithm of least squares. In order to do this, require to expand the criteria of pairwise match to a globally energy function that includes all of the per image pose parameter. After compute the global alignments, the local adjustment is performing such as parallax elimination to minimize blur and dual image that occur to local mis-registration [31, 32].

2.1.2. Blending

Image blending is a technique used to remove the joint between two consecutive images and make the transition between each two consecutive images smoother. In other word, Image blending used in image stitching to handle overlapping regions and produce an attractive panorama. There are many image-blending methods, such as Image Pyramid blending, gradient domain and alpha (feathering) image blending that used in this paper. In which, the feathering image blending method takes the average of pixel values in the blending region from the two overlapped images [26, 33, 34].

2.2. Convert LDR to HDR panoramic image

After generate LDR panorama, the second phase is converting convert LDR to HDR panoramic image. Where the color space of the LDR panorama is convert from RGB to YCbCr. To compute of HDR, inverse kernel based on block processing in the Y channel is applying to generate the inverse pattern \( y_{inv} \). On the other path, the histogram analysis used to classify the image type as bright, extreme, and dark type based on luminance signal \( Y \). after that, enhance the regions with low grey level for extreme and dark type by applying the dark enhancement. Then, the result of the dark enhancement is combined with result of the inverse pattern, and the next step, the bright enhancement, is performed using the brightness control variable \( k \). Lastly, the HDR color is generating by convert from YCbCr to RGB.
2.2.1. Inverse pattern generation

The inverse kernel consists of three steps:

a. Maximum fill

This step is necessary to preserve the information of the thinning lines and to overcome the distortions. The method starts by dividing the image into blocks each with 2×2 size (4 pixels in each block). Then, each four pixels in the specific block are filling by the maximum grey level value of the four pixels belongs to that block as explained in Figure 2.

\[
Y_{\text{max}}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{k=-1}^{1} \sum_{l=-1}^{1} Y_{\text{max}}(i+k,j+l)}{9}
\]

where \(Y_{\text{max}}(i,j)\) represent pixel value at coordinate \((i,j)\) in the image that result from the maximum fill.

b. Low pass filter

The jagged edges that result from the maximum fill step need to be smoother and the low pass filter achieve this as follows:

\[
Y_{\text{lpf}}(i,j) = \sum_{k=-1}^{1} \sum_{l=-1}^{1} \frac{Y_{\text{max}}(i+k,j+l)}{9}
\]

\[
Y_{\text{inv}} = \frac{(255 - Y_{\text{lpf}}(i,j))^2}{255}
\]

2.2.2. Histogram analysis

The histogram is used to determine the type of image by analysis of the luminance signal \(Y\). The image is categorized into one of three categories Based on the distribution of light in histogram: Bright type, most of the gray levels in the image are high. Dark type, most of the gray levels in the image are low. Extreme type, most of the gray levels in the image are either low or high. The two parameters, \(Lo\) and \(Hi\) are used to do this as follows:

\[
L_0 = \sum_{i=0}^{th1} h(i) \times 2 + \sum_{i=th1}^{th2} h(i)
\]

\[
H_1 = \sum_{i=th3}^{th4} h(i) + \sum_{i=th4}^{255} (h(i) \times 2)
\]

where \(h(i)\) represent the \(i\)th histogram level. \(L_0\) represent summation the double number of low gray level range from zero to \(Th1\) (the factor is multiplying by \(2\) among zero to \(Th1\) to extra dark feature enhancement), and the number of low gray level range from \(Th1\) to \(Th2\). \(H_1\) represent summation the number of high gray level range from \(Th3\) to \(Th4\), and the double number of high gray level range from \(Th4\) to \(255\) (the factor is multiplying by \(2\) among \(Th4\) to \(255\) to extra bright feature enhancement). The values of thresholds are (\(Th1=20\), \(Th2=55\), \(Th3=200\), and \(Th4=235\)). The image is categorized as dark type if \(L_0 > 2H_1\). The image is categorized as bright type if \(2L_0 < H_1\). The image is categorized as extreme type if \(2 \geq (H_1/L_0) \geq 1/2\) and \(L_0\) and \(H_1 > (N/4)\), where \(N\) represent the number of pixels.
2.2.3. Dark enhancement

The dark pixels in extreme type image and dark type image are lightening using (9):

\[
Y_{\text{dark}}(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
    y_{\text{in}}(i,j) + (T_{\text{dark}} - y_{\text{in}}(i,j)) \times 0.05 & \text{if } y_{\text{in}} < T_{\text{dark}} \\
    y_{\text{in}}(i,j) & \text{if } y_{\text{in}} \geq T_{\text{dark}} 
\end{cases} \tag{9}
\]

where \(y_{\text{in}}\) represents the original input Y signal, \(T_{\text{dark}}\) is threshold value and the value of threshold based on the image type. The operation involves reduce the number of pixels with low grey levels in order to overcome of the negative saturation. When the image type is bright, no lighting is performed and \(T_{\text{dark}}=0\). When the image type is extreme, the grey level is enhancing for each pixel smaller than 50 and \(T_{\text{dark}}=50\). When the image type is dark, the grey level is enhancing for each pixel smaller than 128 and \(T_{\text{dark}}=128\).

2.2.4. Mixing operation

The inverted pixel from (6) and enhancing pixel from (9) are mixing using (10):

\[
Y_{\text{mix}}(i,j) = y_{\text{inv}} \times y_{\text{dark}} \times k \tag{10}
\]

where \(k\) is a key parameter that identified the HDR image and its value depend on the image features. For an image with eight bits grey level, the \(Y_{\text{mix}}\) value is bounded at 255 as maximum value. The HDR effect will become more obvious by increasing the \(k\) value. Because of the inverse backlight \(y_{\text{inv}}\) value of dark region is high, the dark pixels are made brighter. In the opposite case, Because of the low \(y_{\text{inv}}\), the brighter pixels are making dark to prevent pixels from become over-exposer.

To handle each type of image, the adaptive \(k\) parameter is devising and the linear proportional relation among \(L_{0}\) and \(k\) is shown in the following equation:

\[
k = m \times L_{0} + b \tag{11}
\]

where \((m)\) represents the linear slope, \(b\) is an offset. The linear variation is reducing, when the slope is small. The slope is an attained using the following equation:

\[
m = \tan \theta = \frac{k_{2} - k_{1}}{L_{02} - L_{01}} \tag{12}
\]

The estimating \(L_{0}\) value is high, when the image type is dark; therefore, need to increase the parameter \(k\) to enhancement the brightness. Offset value \(b\) can be computes using the following equation:

\[
b = k_{1} - m \times L_{01} \tag{13}
\]

After the operation of mixing, the luminance of the bright regions is compressed and the dark regions are increased. The grey level is an increasing to expand the dynamic range using the following equation:

\[
Y_{\text{HDR}}(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
    (Y_{\text{mix}}(i,j) + (y_{\text{dark}}(i,j) - T_{b})^{2}) \times 0.005 & \text{if } y_{\text{dark}}(i,j) \geq T_{b} \\
    Y_{\text{mix}}(i,j) & \text{if } y_{\text{dark}}(i,j) < T_{b} 
\end{cases} \tag{14}
\]

After that, the luminance ranges from 0 to 255 is expanded using AGC. Finally, the YCbCr color space is converting to the RGB color space.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are making to analyze the quality of HDR panorama that produced with the proposed system in this paper. The results explained that the HDR have more advantages over the LDR panorama. The results in Figure 3 explained HDR panorama more realistic from LDR panorama for outdoor environment. Since an outdoor environment has extremely high dynamic range, the HDR that it is colorful necessary to make the user feeling immersive and realistic.
The results in Figure 4 explained some details on the LDR panorama are lost. Objects that are invisible on the LDR picture but it is visible on the HDR panorama. Bright regains are overexposing and objects that are not obvious on the LDR panorama picture but it is obvious on the HDR one. The results in Figure 5 explained the difference between the LDR and the HDR panorama is not very distinctive on the first sight but when enlarge the figure additional details can be noticed on the HDR panorama image.

Figure 3. Captured outdoor image, (a) Set of input LDR images, (b) LDR panorama, (c) HDR panorama

Figure 4. Captured indoor panorama, (a) Set of input LDR images, (b) LDR panorama, (c) HDR panorama
4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a high performance HDR panorama method. The results explained that the proposed method is able to producing high quality HDR panorama by adjust over exposed and under exposed regions. This issue is necessary in the panorama image, since the luminance can vary significantly in the two images. By convert LDR to HDR panorama, one can process those lighting variance ties. The producing HDR panorama appears natural (real scene), rather than unreal. The proposed method for HDR panorama not uses recursive process instead it uses single pass process, where this help to minimize computation cost, make it appropriate in real time processing.
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